
Time Cubed 

What is Time Cubed? Time Cubed is a desktop clock, a conversation piece, a puzzle to all new audiences, 
playful, an hourly chime clock, kinetic & light art, and simply cute (in the most endearing way). It is an original 
limited edition created by horologist Barry Gamble designed and made in Cotati, CA.  

 
How to read the time: The time is built from the illuminated segments and their face location. 

  

 
 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

HOURS 
5+1+1+1+0 = 8 

TENS OF MINUTES 
1+1+1+1+0 = 4 

MINUTES 
5+1+1+1+1 = 9 

TIME = 8:49 

To set the time: When power has been off, the clock
will display red. Press the MODE switch once and set
the time. Use another clock that displays seconds
when setting if you want the hourly chime to "ding"
on time. 

Set hours: Press and hold HOUR switch to advance
the hours. Watch the hours advance on the hours
face. 

Set minutes: Press and hold the MINUTE switch to
advance the minutes. Watch the minutes and tens-
of-minutes advance in increments of 1. Each minute
advance also resets the seconds to zero. If you wait
until 00 seconds to advance it the final Minute, the
hourly chime will be more precise. Tip: press and
simultaneously hold the MINUTE + MODE switches
to subtract minutes when setting the time. 

Significance of each face  
(group of 5 segments) 

• Top Face = HOURS 
• Left Face = TENS OF MINUTES 
• Right Face = MINUTES 
 
 
Add the illuminated colored 
segments within each face: 

• Each RED colored segment = 5 
• Every NON-RED COLOR = 1 
• Each UNLIT or WHITE = 0 
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Setting the brightness: Press and simultaneously hold the HOUR + MODE switches to dim the display in 
steps. When the display gets to minimum brightness, it will return to the maximum brightness on the next 
step and repeat the downward brightness increments.  

Setting features: Press and hold the MODE switch to change features. As you hold the MODE switch, the 
display counts up. Release the MODE switch when you reach the number of the feature you want to change. 
Releasing the MODE switch toggles whether the setting is on or off. A 'ding' sound means that feature is now 
activated, a quieter 'chirp' means it's off. MODE will cycle through features 1-6 before starting over. This will 
be a little confusing at first, but you’ll get the hang of it. 

Features number & function: 

1 Dark Mode (Ding = On) Segments that are 'off' are either lit (white) or off (dark) 

2 Nothing (this function was removed) 

3 Hourly Chime (Ding = On) 

4 Reduce Chime Volume 60% (Ding = Reduced) 

5 Reset (Time will restart at 11:59:50) 

6 Exits without changes 

 
Example: To turn off the hourly chime, press and hold the Mode switch until the hours face reads '3' and then 
release the switch.  

Power failure: Time should be stored for up to 1 minute following a power outage. If the failure is longer than 
a minute, you will see the 'power was off' red display. Press MODE switch and reset the time. 

A power failure of medium duration may result in the face being completely unlit when power returns. Try 
pushing in the MODE switch. If it’s still unlit, unplug it for 5 minutes before trying again. 

Cleaning: Be gentle when cleaning the white acrylic face segments; they can be pushed in by accident if force 
is applied. Clean with a micro-fiber cloth. 

Warranty & repairs: Your clock is guaranteed against defects, under normal use, for 1 year on parts and 
labor from the date of purchase. All repairs are done at the factory. 
 

For warranty, repairs & technical support: Contact the manufacturer, Barry Gamble (707-795-1895) 
For returns & purchase inquires: Clock Forward / info@clockforward.com (704-981-0636) 


